
[Edmonton, AB] - Edmonton architectural firm, Rockliff Pierzchajlo Kroman Architects, is pleased to 
announce that they are celebrating 50 years of business in the community.  Over five decades, RPK 
has generated a body of work — over 500 buildings in Western Canada that still resonates today 
with the foundational principles of the firm: progressive architecture; inclusive design processes; and 
provision of community-centered environments that are functional, sustainable, and aesthetically 
pleasing.  In celebration, the firm has recently contributed to events across the city, including a 
large-scale entry in Nuit Blanche and staff commitment to volunteer on a Habitat for Humanity 
project.

Erwin Baumann, now 90 years old and one of the founding members of RPK, says, “I am so proud 
of the incredible built legacy of this firm that I helped to establish 50 years ago.  It makes me happy 
to see these young architects and designers committed not only to the practice of architecture but 
to their community and team as well.  And it is a testament to their business model that many of the 
colleagues I worked with back in the 80s and 90s are still with the firm to this day.  Congratulations, 
RPK!”

The vision of these architects, with their commitment to sustainable, responsible, and innovative 
design has contributed to the ever-changing built environment in the province and the city.  The 
focus in the early years was primarily on health care facilities, designing hospitals in Bonnyville 
and Daysland; and today, health care design remains a staple of the RPK portfolio.  Notable 
and recognizable buildings around the province and city include the renovations to the Muttart 
Conservatory in 2009; the suite of affordable seniors’ housing projects around the province; the 
Nina Haggerty Centre for the Arts; and the Hay River Health Centre.  Projects in the works include 
the Ociciwan Contemporary Art Collective and the Misericordia Emergency Department.

The firm was established in 1969 by John Rockliff and Erwin Baumann.  In 1993, Jan Pierzchajlo 
joined the firm and in 2000, Jonathan Rockliff, John’s son, came on board as his father retired.  In 
2016, Jan Kroman became the third member of the team.  A timeline on their website points to 
their long history in the province (https://rpkarchitects.com/our-firm/timeline/).

To formalize the milestone achievement, RPK produced a small book, which is a compendium of the 
last 50 years of their projects in photos and drawings.
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